Camping La Siesta ,237 route de la Tranche. 85460 LA FAUTE SUR MER Tel : 02.51.27.16.75 Mail : camping.la.siesta.85@orange.fr

Booking contract 2021
Name: …………………………………………………………………
first name: …………………………………………………………………
Address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Post code: ……………………………………………………..

Country: ………………………………………………………………………

Phone number: ……………………………………………………….
E mail: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Guarantee name: …………………………………………….. guarantee number: ……………………………………………..
Guarantee address: ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Total of people: _______ whom _______ adults and _______ children.
First name

Date of birth

*every person which is not registered, could not participate in the stay

Participants of the stay*

Name

Booking of a pitch
Arrival the ……………………. (from 15pm to 18pm)





Departure the……………………… (from 8am to 11:45am)

Tent
 Camping-car size: ………x……..
Extra people – de 7 years old: 6€/day
 Extra people + 7 years old: 9€/day
Fridge rental: 5€/day
 cancellation insurance: 3.7% of the total price of the stay
Dog max 15kg. (only one dog accepted) : 6.5€/day.
(Only dogs are accepted except for those of categories 1 and 2. vaccination up to date – no animal accepted without
prior request. Max 15kg. vaccination card is compulsory) .
Name and breed: ………………………………………………………….. Tattoo number: …….

Booking of an accommodation
Arrival the ……………………. (from 15pm to 18pm)

 MH VIP 2 br/4 ppl
 Apartment comfort 2 br/4ppl
 Chalet Atlantique 2 br/5 ppl
 MH tradition 2br/4ppl
 MH famille 3br/6 ppl
 MH VIP famille XXL 5 br/10 ppl

Departure the ……………………… (form 8am to 10am).

 MH Passion 2 br/4 to 6 ppl
 MH VIP 3 br/6 ppl
 Appartement Prestige 2 br/6ppl
 Chalet les mouettes 2 br/4ppl
 MH tradition >2015 2br/4ppl

 Chalet Nature 3 br/6ppl
 MH passion espace 2 br/4 to 6 ppl
 MH tribu 2br/5ppl
 Chalet Océan 3 br/5 to 7ppl
 MH Eco 2 br/5ppl

Additional services
 cancellation insurance: 3.7% of the total price of the stay (recommended)
 simple sheet: 8.5€
 double sheet : 16€
 baby chair : 3€/day
 baby bed : 3€/day
 tv rental: 5€/day (included in the Mobile homes FAMILLE and VIP)
 Extra people for MH éco and Chalet Océan : 12€/day
 Extra people for MH VIP famille XXL 10 ppl (11th and 12th person) : 12.5€/day
Optical fibre →  5€/ day

 15€/ week

 20€/ 15 days

 25€/ month

 Dog max 15kg. (1 dog accepted) : 6.5€/day. (Only dogs are accepted except for those of categories 1 and 2.
vaccination up to date – no animal accepted without prior request. Max 15kg. vaccination card is compulsory) .
Name and breed: ………………………………………………………….. Tattoo number: …….

Payment method
Total price of the stay (with additional services/ not including the tourist taxes) : …………………………………€
Tourist taxes: number of adults……….x number of nights………..x 0.60€ = ……………..€
Deposit paid: …………………………..€
Payment method:  direct debit  Credit card  bank transfer

Cheques are not accepted.

Booking conditions
To validate your booking: 40% of the total amount of the price* has to be paid during your validation booking. The balance
must be paid 30 days before your arrival at the latest. By credit card (by phone), or by bank transfer.
*the amount is indicated on your voucher.
 I have read the general terms and conditions and agree to respect the (cf.brochure La Siesta and website).
The booking contract must be returned signed and accompanied by the deposit less than 8 days at
camping.la.siesta.85@orange.fr.
Date: ……../……./…………….
Customer’s signature by « read and approved »

At: …………………………………

Terms and conditions
1- BOOKING
The booking will be processed upon receipt of the booking contract and the deposit. The amount of the deposit
depends on the type of accommodation and the duration of the stay.
Booking: 40% of the stay (indicated on your quotation) + cancellation insurance (optional). The balance
must be paid at the latest 30 days before your arrival. For every booking taking place less than 30 days before your
arrival, you have to pay the amount of your stay in its entirely during your booking.
You must inform us if you will be late in order to keep your accommodation or pitch. The manager has a
possibility to take the pitch and accommodation if he hasn’t any news in 24hs after your date of arrival expected.

-

2- PAYMENT CONDITION
40% during your booking
The balance at the latest 30 days before your arrival.

-

3- DEPOSIT
At your arrival, a deposit is needed and it must be given by credit card or by cash.
A deposit of 350€ (Mobil Home) and 120€ for the cleaning.
A deposit for noise pollution of 50€/person for every group exceed 6 people.
A deposit campsite of 50€ (only for pitches) for the card access.

There is a material inventory for each accommodation. The cleaning is in charge of the tenant. At the
departure, the accommodation must be restored in perfect clean as well as parking, if it’s not, the deposit of 120€
will not be restored. Any damage or missing item not reported on the arrival inventory and noted upon departure
will be deducted from the deposit.
4- POLICE FORMALITIES
Minors unaccompanied of an adult will not be admitted in the campsite.
5- PETS
The pet passport must be up to date and presented at the reception at the arrival, tattoo is compulsory. Dogs of
categories 1 and 2 are not admitted. If those conditions are not respected, the pet will not be accepted.
Pets are not allowed into any of the communal buildings, the play areas nor the swimming pool area. You must
keep your dog on a leash. Also, your dog must do it business out of the campsite. In case of accident, you must
pick it up.
6- INSTALLATION
The caravan with double axles isn’t authorised in the campsite La Siesta.
7- CANCELLATION
No refund will made for any reason. If you cancel your stay before your arrival, the campsite will keep all the
payment already done. If you cancel during your stay, then the campsite will keep the entire payment. There is
no withdrawal period in compliance with the article L.221-28 of the consumer’s laws.
8- CANCELLATION INSURANCE OR MODIFICATION
We advise all customers to sign up for our cancellation insurance policy. It only represents 3.7% of the total price
of your booking 5 (without tourist taxes and booking fees). In the event of cancellation or interruption for a
reason covered by the insurance, this one allows you to obtain the partial or total refund of your stay, according
to the conditions envisaged in the contract. The general cancellation conditions are available on www.campezcouvert.com.
9- SWIMMING POOL
Unsupervised pool. Parents must watch their children when they are at the pool. Security bracelets are
compulsory. It is forbidden to wear Bermuda shorts and balloon are forbidden. Guests can be asked to leave the
swimming pool if they don’t respect the rules.
10- IMAGES FOR ADVERTISING PURPOSES.
Campsite La Siesta reserves the right to use any pictures of your family which may have been taken during
holiday without any offer of remuneration.
11- COSTUMER SERVICE
In the event of a dispute and after appealing of to the customer service department of the establishment
campsite customers have the possibility to call upon the customer ombudsman, within a maximum delay of one
year from the date of the written claim by registered mail with acknowledgement of receipt to the establishment.
The contact details of the customer ombudsman susceptible to be referred to by the customer, are following:
Medicys, 73 boulevard de Clichy 75009 PARIS

